SPEAKER TRAINER PROFILES
Michael Jackson

As a conference speaker and facilitator at over 2 600 events to date, Michael Jackson’s materials are designed to
bring delegates back to life and get them thinking , engaging and interacting outside the ‘conference‐in‐a‐box’ –
through a series of custom designed real world Team Thinking Interventions that generate incredibly valuable
qualitative data concerning the real issues inside any company.

Lynn Baker

Executive Presence is about developing professional credibility and managing perceptions. This is done by
creating a powerful personal brand, combined with exceptional communication, effective inter‐personal skills,
packaged together with an impeccable personal appearance, confident composure and charisma. The Executive
Presence development model designed by Lynn Baker identifies 6 key elements of success. One of these,
mastering the art of Professional Speaking, ensures that important messages are clearly and concisely
communicated.

Justin Cohen

He has spoken professionally for 16 years in nearly 20 countries, in virtually every industry. Justin hones his ideas
to produce well‐crafted content to which people can relate. He currently presents nine highly acclaimed
programs in the forms of keynote presentations and workshops and is the brainchild and host of the Gurus, a
business television programme.

A gifted facilitator with a unique ability to extract the key messages from each presentation. As an
experienced talk show host he is able to conduct lively interviews, breaking the usual conference
monotony of one presentation after another. In addition, Justin is a polished Master of Ceremonies and
brings a dynamic stage presence to any event.

Ryan Hogarth

Every professional in the world today must be thinking about their Branding ‐ how they are perceived by
colleagues, clients, prospects and the world at large. Branding is one of those things that happens whether you
think about it or not. You already have a brand. What do people say about you? When someone searches for you
online, what do they find? That’s the brand you already own. Digital branding is here and you should be thinking
about it ‐ doing something to build a brand that says who you are and what you stand for.

EXECUTIVE SPEAKER PROGRAMME
Facilitated by Henley Business School in conjunction with the skillful and highly successful professional speakers with
outstanding credentials who are all represented by Unique Speaker Bureau.

REGISTER NOW

Venue: Henley Business School, Witkoppen Road, Paulshof, Sandton.
The programme cost is R22,000 ex VAT
To enroll, please confirm: kalvina@uniquespeakerbureau.com (seating is limited)

For more information on the programme, please see below and contact Kalvina at Unique Speaker Bureau on
011 465 4410 or Elijah at Henley Business School on +27 11 808 0906

